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Abstract

Background: The main part of hospitals’ funding comes from insurance organizations. In some cases, for different reasons such as not filed services or unpaid health insurance bills, a part of these funding cannot be derived from health insurance companies. This study aims to describe different aspects of the hospitals’ revenue deficits in Iranian public hospitals.

Methods: This was a mixed-method study consisting of qualitative and quantitative studies. Qualitative data were collected through 17 semi-structured interviews and were analyzed using the analytical framework by MAXQDA.10. Quantitative data were analyzed by the TOPSIS method and Smart TOPSIS Solver.3.2.0.

Results: Based on the framework analysis, five sets of the underlying causes of hospital revenue deficits were identified and categorized in 5 themes: bottlenecks, direct causes of revenue deficits, root causes of revenue deficits, revenue deficits management strategies, and challenges and barriers to managing revenue deficits. Through inadequate clinical documentation and failed to provide the insurance organization’s requirements, the surgical units, operating rooms, and inpatient units were found as the main sources of revenue deficit. Lack of senior management commitment and inconsistency of insurance organizations for evaluating claims are often listed as the major barriers to effective implementation of corrective interventions.

Conclusion: Revenue deficits occurs in most hospital departments and in all stages of converting services into revenue, and a variety of human and organizational factors contribute to them. Therefore, focusing on the main causes of deductions and the participation of all individuals and departments involved in it is critical to reducing deductions.
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Introduction

The health care system in Iran has been funded by the contribution of private and public sectors through different

What is “already known” in this topic:
There are a number of studies on revenue deficits in Iranian hospitals, most of which examine revenue deficits amounts and compare them across different hospitals and insurance organizations.

What this article adds:
Bottlenecks, direct causes of revenue deficits, root causes of revenue deficits, revenue deficits management strategies, and challenges and barriers to managing revenue deficits were identified as possible themes for hospital revenue deficits. The analysis showed the importance of improving the interaction between the Ministry of Health and insurance organizations in Iran, and the role of hospital manager as key factors, and also lack of sufficient motivation, knowledge of providers and poor regulatory systems as root causes of revenue deficits.
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financing agents who are responsible for managing the budget. The Iran Health Insurance Organization (IHIO), the Iranian Social Security Organization (ISSO), and the Armed Forces Medical Services Insurance Organization (AFMSIO) are the largest healthcare financier in the public sector, respectively. The beneficiaries of them are civil servants, self-employed, rural populations, and others. Private health insurance organizations that are independently responsible for providing supplemental insurance plans, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) such as nonprofit institutions serving households (NPISH) are part of the private sector (1, 2).

More than 40% of the health expenditures have been allocated to inpatients and out-patients services. The Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MoHME) with the collaboration of Universities of Medical Sciences, is the main provider of inpatient services. According to Iran NHA Report, the MoHME owns 70% of total hospitals which are public properties (1, 3). These hospitals have different funding sources; annual budget from the government, the payment of fee-for-service and per diem by insurance organizations and MoHME (to road traffic accident victims). In addition, based on the services that patients receive, they have to pay amounts (co-payment) which are collected as special income of the hospitals (3-5).

In a reform method implemented in the payment mechanism by MoHME (1995) which is known as hospital autonomy reform (Khod-Gardani), public hospitals were allowed to fund themselves and covering their current costs through revenue-generating fees (fee-for services) (6, 7). Given that operating expenditures account for a large share of total hospital costs (over 90%), special income has recently received increasing attention among senior hospital administrators. Hospitals are required to review the productivity of provided services and the contributed factors in the loss of resources due to the reduced budget support and the reliance on their own revenues (8-10).

Insurance organizations play a major role in generating special revenues for hospitals and include the Iran Health Insurance Organization, Iranian Social Security Organization, Military Personnel Insurance Organization, other non-governmental organizations (NGOs), oil companies, Khomeini Relief Foundation, and the Ministry of Defense (3). According to the National Health Accounts in 2015, social security funds (Health Insurance Organization and Social Security Organization) and complementary insurance organizations covered approximately 50% of hospital costs (1). Hence, revenues from the provision of services play an important financing role and, if managed properly, are reliable sources for hospitals. However, sometimes a part of the revenues loses its present value due to various reasons such as non-payment by insurance organizations and delayed payment, with hospitals incurring considerable costs (11-13). Failure to receive a part of the revenues from hospital services is referred to as “hospital deductions of revenue” and indicates the difference between the costs that are reimbursed (by patients and insurance organizations) and the amount that should have been reimbursed based on official fees.

There are a number of studies on the deductions of revenue in Iranian hospitals, most of which examine deduction amounts and compare them across different hospitals and insurance organizations (14-17). Some studies have investigated the factors that directly correlate with deductions and have identified poor documentation and non-compliance with the requirements of insurance organizations as the most important factors (15, 16, 18, 19). A number of studies have proposed strategies for reducing deductions of revenue, including personnel training and increased interaction with representatives of insurance organizations (15, 20). However, hospital deductions and their different aspects have not been thoroughly examined, especially from the perspective of process owners. There is only one such study in the area of primary health care in Iran, where the results showed a significant difference between deductions in Iranian health centers and hospital deductions (21, 22). Thus, the purpose of the present study is to examine different aspects of hospital deductions of revenue and provide strategies for reducing them.

Methods

The study was a mixed-method study consisting of qualitative and quantitative studies that had been conducted from June to December 2017 in Tehran.

Qualitative Research

Data were collected by semi-structured interviews aimed to assess the awareness and knowledge of finance experts in hospitals. A finance expert was defined by more than five years of work experience as a financier at the hospital and having health or finance-related education. All the participants were selected using a purposeful sampling strategy (maximum diversity sampling). Samples were collected from all the super-specialty, multi-specialty and general public hospitals and at all levels related to hospital income (such as revenue experts, revenue officers, finance chiefs and hospital administrators). They got the information sheet and invitation via email and further scheduling was done by phone. The average length of interviews was 45 minutes which were recorded by Dictaphone. The interviews continued until saturation was reached, at which point no new subject or strategy was presented by the interviewees. Finally, 17 people who were financial experts at public hospitals in Tehran were interviewed (Table 1).

The Analytical Framework Method (Gale et al. 2013) was used for data analysis. It includes seven stages: 1) Transcription, 2) Familiarization with the interview, 3) Coding, 4) Developing a working analytical framework, 5) Applying the analytical framework, 6) Charting data into the framework matrix, and 7) Interpreting the data (23). Accordingly, the records were carefully transcribed and compared to the notes taken during the interviews (Stages 1 and 2). Mixed-Method (Deductive and Inductive) was used for coding data, whereby the first three interviews, considering the interviewers’ agreement, were independently coded by two interviewers. Increasing the credibility, coded interviews were sent to the interviewees.
to be verified. Also, codes were extracted from the other papers, and then a preliminary list of codes was prepared based on the initial interviews and literature review. A preliminary list of codes has been provided (Stage 3). The identified codes were categorized, initial themes were formed, and an analytic framework was prepared based on them (Stage 4). The grouping codes and themes were used for coding the rest of the interviews. During this process, the analytical framework was changed if necessary (Stage 5). Finally, the framework matrix was developed (Stage 6). MAXQDA.10 was used for data analysis. Ethical considerations included asking permission from participants to record audio, ensuring them about the confidentiality of the information, and allowing them to leave the study at any time. Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Iran University of Medical Sciences Research with the ethics code No. IR.IUMS.REC 1395.28646.

For assessing the quality of the current qualitative study, we ensured four trustworthiness criteria suggested by Lincoln and Guba including credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability. Credibility was achieved through long-term interaction and ongoing observation by the researcher and also revising the interviews by the interviewees. All the research members participated in the coding and text analysis to increase the dependability, and also they endorsed the results, which enhanced the conformability. Text-based and clear descriptions have boosted the transferability of qualitative findings (24).

**Quantitative Research**

The cross-sectional study was carried out to prioritize solutions to reduce hospital revenue deficits. The strategies were ranked according to a researcher-made questionnaire and TOPSIS method. The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis Method (MCDM), which was developed by Hwang and Yoon in 1981. TOPSIS is a procedure to find the best alternative among a set of feasible alternatives regarding their geometric distance from the Positive Ideal Solution (PIS) and the Negative Ideal Solution (NIS). This technique is based upon the concept that the chosen alternative should have the shortest distance from the PIS and the longest distance from the NIS. TOPSIS logic is rational (0-1). The final ranking is obtained by means of the closeness index. The closest alternative to 1 is the ideal solution, and the closest alternative to 0 is the less ideal solution (anti-ideal solution) (25). A tool was designed to rank and prioritize the decisions. This questionnaire consists of eight items (strategies) covering three criteria of effectiveness, acceptability, and low-cost which were completed by ten financial experts in the hospital revenue area. The items were rated using a 10-point Likert scale. Smart TOPSIS Solver 3.2.0 was used for data analysis. The criteria were weighted using the entropy method: 0.1613 for cost, 0.3351 for effectiveness, and 0.5037 for acceptability. The questionnaire’s validity verified by seven health services managers.

**Results**

Most of the participants were hospital finance managers, with a bachelor’s degree or higher in accounting. On average, they had 13 years of work experience and at least 5 years of involvement with departments of revenue and finance in public hospitals.

Five themes were identified based on the framework analyzing, including Bottlenecks (6 sub-themes), Direct Causes of Revenue Deficits (4 sub-themes), Root Causes of Revenue Deficits (5 sub-themes), Revenue Deficits Management Strategies (8 sub-themes), and Challenges and Barriers to Manage Revenue Deficits (5 sub-themes). The results of the framework analysis are provided in Table 2.

**Bottlenecks**

Based on the data analysis, there are six major bottlenecks that are actually the main sources of revenue deficits and their importance is depending on the number and amount of deductions, which include: Outpatient departments, Surgical Units and operating rooms (surgery and...
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Table 2. Identified themes and subthemes based on framework analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Subtheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bottlenecks | - Outpatient departments  
- Surgical Units, operating rooms (surgery and anesthesia)  
- Hospital hotel services  
- Inpatient consultation by specialists  
- Inpatient documents  
- Paraclinical departments such as radiology and laboratory |
| Direct causes of revenue deficits | - Poor clinical documentation  
- Failure to submit complete, timely and accurate financial documentation  
- Inconsistencies in documents and reports  
- Not complying with the regulatory requirements of the insurer organizations |
| Root causes of revenue deficits | - Infrastructure challenges and issues  
- Poor regulatory systems  
- Limited awareness and knowledge of healthcare providers about financial cutbacks and insurer regulations  
- Insufficient interaction between hospitals and insurance organizations  
- Service providers’ lack of incentive to control deductions (Moral Hazard) |
| Revenue deficits Management Strategies | - Analysis, assessment and feedback on revenue deficits  
- Organization of human resources  
- Coordinating and empowering the service employees  
- Interaction with insurance organizations  
- Strengthening regulatory systems  
- Motivate workforce  
- Good planning  
- Creating an organizational structure |
| Challenges and barriers to reducing revenue deficits | - The clinicians’ refusal and senior managers’ reluctant for involving  
- Outsourced units deductions at the hospital  
- Lack of coordination among representatives of insurance organizations  
- Based on the staffs’ idea, the non-logical relationship between the deductible amount and the refunded amount  
- The insufficient collaboration of Vice-Chancellor in Treatment Affairs |

Most of the participants highlighted the role of surgical units and operating rooms, especially surgeons and anesthesiologists, as the most important source of revenue deficits. One interviewee commented that: “…In this scenario, the most important unit is surgical units and operating rooms, where the surgery and anesthesia codes are recorded. Any non-compliance with the insurance company instructions, e.g. any extra request, is considered a deduction. Since these services are very expensive, so deduction in one service can be a very large sum of money.” (Interview 9)

The other source which has a considerable quota in this issue is the specialists’ consultation for inpatient. This is due to various factors such as the redundant request for consultation, bringing up more than three issues in a consultation session, and consultation of a general practitioner with a specialist. A participant explained: “…The specialists’ consultation for inpatient, notably Phone Consultation, has a significant role in deductions. Giving consultation without a formal request or through an undocumented phone consultation is not acceptable by insurance companies. While the doctor or department manager is responsible for completing these documents.” (Interview 1)

The risk of losing a part of inpatient revenue as income deduction is very high, and it can happen through various levels of a care process. Preparing adequate documents in this unit as one of the most important bottlenecks can significantly reduce the portion of deductions. This issue has been confirmed by most of the interviewees:

“…Inpatient units provide a variety of care services, including clinical and para-clinical. Thus, they can impose many deductions via not following the regulations of insurance organizations or incomplete documentation.” (Interview 3)

Direct Causes of Revenue Deficits

Conforming to the qualitative framework analysis, the direct causes of hospital revenue deficits were included: poor clinical documentation, failure to submit complete, timely and accurate financial documentation, inconsistencies in documents and reports, and not complying with the regulatory requirements of the insurer organizations.

Recording the services which are excluded from the commitment of the insurance organizations; requesting higher prices (Up-coding), resulting from non-compliance between the requested tariff and the insurance liability price range; e.g. some additional costs in global surgeries such as ambulance transportation cost in appendix surgery or the cost of hospital-acquired complications are examples of not complying with the regulatory requirements of the insurer organizations. The finance director of one hospital argued that:

“…Requesting additional services or submitting surgery codes which are not covered by insurance at all can cause a lot of deductions that are quite expensive in the operating room.” (Interview 13)

Incompetent documentation and delay in submitting evidence are considered as the major causes of deduction in
Root Causes of Revenue Deficits

Actually, root causes are underlying factors of the above-mentioned matters and the most important elements for controlling revenue deficits and includes: Infrastructure challenges and issues, Poor regulatory system, Limited awareness and knowledge of healthcare providers about financial cutbacks and insurer regulations, Insufficient interaction between hospitals and insurance organizations, and Service providers’ lack of incentive to control deductions.

Most of the financial experts in this study agree that the poverty of information and knowledge of healthcare providers regarding financial cutbacks and insurer regulations is more important than the rest of the factors and need to be considered specifically in the design and implementation of the intervention. Healthcare providers at different levels, from physicians and nurses to the secretaries of departments and various units’ staff, such as the discharge and income sectors are faced with this issue. Separating the underlying factors is impossible because they are all interconnected as parts of a cycle. The revenue deficits don’t have any serious effect on the services providers’ income; as a result, they don’t have enough motivation to control these deductions, which leads to their lack of effort to become familiar with insurance regulations and so on. This faulty loop would make problems in the process of reducing the deductions.

The importance of sufficient interactions between hospitals and insurance organizations is not more or less than the mentioned factors. Without the participation of insurance organizations, hospitals usually face many problems in controlling deductions. Delays in the submission of circulars by the insurer and the enforcement of their laws, as well as the disagreement between the hospital and insurer regarding the no coverage services, are some of the inconsistencies which are the results of this issue. One interviewee pointed to the importance of this issue:

“The hospital’s CEO and the top managers have a very important role in deductions, and they can be very influential in addressing the issues that we bring up about physicians and staff. But unfortunately, they often don’t pay attention to them or side with the physicians.” (Interview 13)

The poor regulatory system can increase the risk of incurring deficits in each sector of the healthcare revenue cycle (the process to track the revenue from patients, from their initial appointment or encounter with the health care system to their final payment of the balance). The precise monitoring of all stages of this process from service delivery to documenting and submitting records, can dramatically reduce hospital revenue deficits. One interviewee hinted at this issue by stating that:

“…Supervision is crucial. Many deductions incur when physicians and staff are not supervised, and there isn’t any control over the work of secretaries and the hospital discharge unit. Unfortunately, there is no feedback after reporting the staff’s mistakes to the managers.” (Interview 12)

Strategies for Reducing Revenue Deficits

In consequence, analyzing the participants’ comments and literature review, eight strategies were identified. The strategies were ranked based on three criteria: Effectiveness, Acceptability, and Low-Cost. The ranking indicated: Interaction with insurance organizations; Analysis, assessment and feedback on revenue deficit; and Coordinating and empowering the service employees are respectively the three top-priority strategies for reducing revenue deduction. The ranking’s conclusions are provided in Table 3.

The first preferred method is Interaction with insurance organizations. This policy refers to create a team-oriented atmosphere among the hospital managers and insurance organization’s agents. This relationship can help the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with insurance org.</td>
<td>0.8685</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis, assessment and feedback</td>
<td>0.8526</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination and empowerment</td>
<td>0.8386</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivate workforce</td>
<td>0.4574</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good planning</td>
<td>0.3125</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of human resources</td>
<td>0.3063</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating an organizational structure</td>
<td>0.2749</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening regulatory systems</td>
<td>0.2374</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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healthcare managers and providers to reach the potential of insurance experts to strengthen their systems and train their staff in order to meet the demands of the other party. The majority of the participants highlighted the effect of interaction with insurance organizations, especially through their representatives at the hospital:

“...In order to achieve the goal, hospital finance administrators must have regular meetings with insurance experts, not only with executives, to discuss all the conflicts, and cooperate to find the proper solutions. Thus, problems would quickly be solved or minimized.” (Interview 3)

Analysis, assessment, and feedback on revenue deficits is the second alternative, which suggests the standardized, structured, and periodic appraisal of the hospital’s financial statements that followed by specialized interpreting per relevant authorities, which lead to sharing the feedback with involved departments and staff. Evaluating the initial status of deductions can be the first step towards reducing them, which can promote to design appropriate interventions. Moreover, regular reviewing can lay the groundwork for the continuous improvement of the hospitals’ deduction control process. One expert from a hospital that had successfully controlled its deductions of revenue stated that:

“... In order to reduce the deductions of secretaries, we got the hospital’s discharge and revenue units involved, and they provided feedback to each other. That is, if discharge staffs make mistakes, revenue experts correct them and vice versa. So they control each other.” (Interview 8)

The third strategy is the coordination and empowerment of human resources, which involves the increased commitment of the hospital’s senior managers, internal coordination, and enhancement of the knowledge and skills of the finance team. Senior management’s attention to the issue of the revenue deficit and their obligation to control this dilemma is a major step to overcome this problem. Developing the human resources' capacity and enhancing their information about the importance of budgeting as well as deduction-related regulations and requirements is an effective element. One interviewee considered empowerment along with motivation and incentives as the key to reducing hospital deductions from revenue:

“...For this purpose, all the crews, including secretaries, physicians, surgeons, and the hospital discharge and revenue teams, must have enough information about deductions, their financial consequences, and their contribution impact. They must receive basic and continuous training in this area and keep updated about the slightest changes in deduction-related processes and regulations.” (Interview 11)

Motivating the workforce is another critical scenario that addresses what will happen when revenue deficit is decreased. The staff must find out how their struggle to achieve this goal might impact their income. Envisioning these possible reductions and connecting them to their earning motivated them even when the end goal was only distantly conceivable. The gratifications could be as simple as getting a positive reaction when discussing their work or receiving an acknowledgment or they could be as significant as getting additional bonus or benefits. The interviewees often mentioned how wonderful it would be.

Albeit other strategies such as Good planning (modifying the revenue deficit control process and scheming to checkup and timely submission of documents), Organization of human resources (selecting of qualified individuals and engaging them in appropriate positions), Creating an organizational structure (establishing a Revenue Deficits Reduction Committee in the hospital), and Strengthening regulatory channels (Supervising involved personnel in the entire health finance system) are ranked lower in the arrangement, but choosing the best policy for all hospitals is depends on their conditions, facilities, and priorities.

Discussion

In this mixed-method study, Iranian public hospitals' challenges regarding their revenue deficits were evaluated from different aspects and several solutions were offered. The overall conclusion from this study declared that revenue deficit issue is a communal subject and all the diagnostic and therapeutic departments and even managing and financing sectors are faced with that. Given the wide range of services in inpatient units and the operating room, they are more assisted in emerging this dilemma. Previous studies have backed up this claim and shown that the highest amounts of deductions occur in the inpatient units especially the operating rooms (15, 26-28). In addition, pharmacies have more underlying factors than para-clinical departments. This comment has been supported by some articles (26, 29). However, other publications have reported conflicting results regarding the highest and lowest share of deductions in this issue. This contradictory can be the result of the difference in the type of hospitals (i.e., public vs. private hospitals, or teaching vs. non-teaching, etc.), the variety of the assessed insurance organizations and also not considering the revenues and only focusing on the deductions of departments (i.e., without taking into account the share of deductions from the revenues of each department). The main obstacles to controlling revenue deficit in public hospitals in comparison to private hospitals are the irresponsibility of senior managers and lack of motivation for employees. Also using students and temporary employees in clinical and administrative sectors, especially in the hospital revenue unit, is the Achilles' heel of the teaching hospitals (30-32).

The study's findings showed that direct causes and root causes are the effective themes in this regard. The first theme breaks down into poor clinical documentation; failure to submit complete, timely and accurate financial statements; inconsistencies in documents and reports; and not complying with the regulatory requirements of the insurer organizations. Most of the participants agree that the role of initial subcategories is very intense, and this point is consistent with the results of other studies (13, 33, 34). Omrani et al. in 2011 have investigated the incidence and causes of income deductions in hospitals affiliated with Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences. They have focused on revenue deficit due to insurance claims and non-registered services. Inadequate documentation and failed to submit the Insurance Organization’s requirement are the most important causes of revenue def-
The poor health information system and inappropriate training of human resources specifically in financing units, are samples of basic issues that impact the process of services' recording and lead to losing a part of hospital income. As non-registered services annually impose more than 60 million Rials losses on hospitals' income (34). In most studies, poor documentation, and not adhering with insurers' regulations have been referred to as critical factors in revenue deficit (15, 21, 30, 35, 36).

Root causes are contributing to the provision of basic conditions at all stages in revenue deficit, containing Infrastructure challenges and issues, Poor regulatory systems, Limited awareness and knowledge of healthcare providers about financial cutbacks and insurer regulations, Insufficient interaction between hospitals and insurance organizations, and Service providers' lack of incentive to control deductions (Moral Hazard). The results of different studies are consistent with the present findings (28, 30, 34, 35). Nasirirad et al. (2010) have bolded the importance of the interaction between hospitals and insurance organizations and explained that not adhering to the insurer's documentation requirements, delayed reimbursement by insurer organizations and inconsistency between insurance organizations can make financial challenges for hospitals (30).

Lack of knowledge of healthcare providers about financial cutbacks and insurer legislation has been evaluated by scientists. Molemi et al. have tried to figure out the effective elements in the Social Security Organization hospital's income loss. They have discovered that weak domination of related employees on medical records, insufficient education on how hospitals collaborate with insurance representatives and insurance regulations especially on documentation, and inadequate education about diagnostic services' tariffs are critical points in this issue (28). Knowledge fault of income unit employees about health records and insurance principles have also been cited by another study (30).

Catching the health finance system drawbacks without granting scientific and sensible solutions is destroying time and funds. Eight advocated strategies consist of Interaction with insurance organizations, Analysis, assessment and feedback on revenue deficit, Coordination and empowerment of human resources, Motivate workforce, Good planning, Organization of human resources, Creating an organizational structure, and Strengthening regulatory systems which are listed respectively according to the ranking system. This list has been defended by other papers' results (17, 30, 33, 34, 36). Nasirirad et al. were conducted a qualitative study and reported some significant approaches to reduce revenue deficits such as training and encouraging all the financial staff like secretaries, finance unit clerks, physicians, and nurses, also, establishing good co-operation between insurance agents and involved crews to share the relevant information which is completely consistent with the results of the present study (30). Bagheri et al. study recommended three interventions: instituting a revenue tracking board, acquainting staff with documentation principles, and interaction with insurance organizations (17). Due to the effect of all hospital staff performance, whether the therapeutic or the support team, in the rate of revenue and losses, so all contingency and preventive measures should be taken with the participation of all members. The secretaries of departments, as pioneering representatives who have a direct relationship with medical records and financial documents, have a significant role in providing and submitting records to the insurance organization and consequently improving the revenue deductions.

Mokhtari et al. have emphasized that serving correct and principled instruction and training for Hospital Information System (HIS) users, also increasing their cognition of revenue cuts and the impact of proper registration of services can dramatically reduce the risk of deductions (33). Also, in other studies, the effectiveness of educational interventions for reducing deductions was underlined (37-40) but the implementation of educational interventions is a dilemma for teaching hospitals. Temporary and short-term students and interns participation makes continuous and comprehensive training challenging since due to turnover, training must be repeated for new staff and hospitals often miss out on continuing education (30).

Given that failure to submit complete, timely, and accurate financial documentation is one of the most important factors and often occurs due to staff neglect of the submission due dates, the positive impact of HIS on solving this problem is undeniable (34, 41). Park et al. showed that using HIS led to increasing both inpatient and outpatient services' revenues (42). Therefore, a steady revision of documentary evidence and training of health care providers, especially physicians regarding how to properly copy and complete the medical records, can improve documentation and significantly safeguard the revenues of healthcare organizations.

The other strategy is a quantitative and qualitative analysis of deductions, which underlines the role of medical records experts in evaluating and analyzing deductions. Educating this group can produce good results in improving the hospital revenue cycle (15, 29, 43).

Since the revenue deficit is only the impediment to healthcare organizations and physicians and staff do not suffer from this issue, so they do not feel obliged to participate in compensating for losses, as a result, there is no incentive to prevent this trouble. So healthcare organizations will be faced with a considerable amount of deductions and, consequently, lack of financial resources. Therefore, by adjusting the salary of physicians and staff with the amount of deduction, they can be motivated to modify the hospital revenue cycle. This point has been emphasized and confirmed by the study's participants and previous studies as a high-priority strategy (30, 34, 35).

As with the majority of studies, this research is subject to some limitations. Not allowing one of the interviewees to record the interview was one of them that was overcome by taking field notes by the interviewer. The restriction of access was the other one that made this study available only in public hospitals in Tehran.

**Conclusion**

All the diagnostic and therapeutic departments, espe-
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Specially inpatient and surgery units, are faced with revenue deficits due to inappropriate and incomplete documentation and failed to provide the insurance organization’s requirements. Missing of senior management commitment, the unfamiliarity of different providers of the various aspects of revenue deficits and their lack of incentives to control deductions play a significant role in this subject. Interaction with insurance organizations, coordination and empowerment of human resources, and analysis and assessment of revenue deficits and feedback to individuals and departments involved, can play a significant role in bridging revenue deficits and increasing hospital revenues.
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